May 22, 2022
Dear wonderful volunteers,
Only the most dedicated volunteers cheerily show up, laugh at 92-degree weather with 100%
humidity, and dive in to work hard under tough conditions. Thanks to you, Hart’s Brook Park
and Preserve has a large, beautiful pollinator garden! The garden is literally causing people to
stop their cars and interrupt their walks to see this new addition to their beloved park – and
they are absolutely delighted.
We call this garden the Hart’s Brook Harmony Pollinator Garden because all the plants are
working in harmony with the conditions of the site. There are deer, groundhogs, rabbits, no
water source, invasive Field Bindweed, Porcelain Berry vine, Japanese Stiltgrass and many other
invasive ‘thugs’ riddled throughout the site. So, rather than give up we chose our toughest
native plants to perform under conditions that would cause most plants to retreat. They are just
like our wonderful volunteers: tough, persistent, and driven to perform.
So, let’s go on this journey of transformation.

This was the site that was to become a pollinator garden.

Mai Mai and I weeded the site Wednesday and Thursday and marked the boundaries of the garden:

By Thursday we knew the weather forecast for the weekend and so we quickly changed plans. We would
need to plant on Friday! On Thursday evening we staged the plants. We also wanted to take advantage of the
rain in the forecast for Thursday night and Friday night. This garden must rely on rainfall. No rest for the
weary! Time to stage 100 plants before calling it a day!

Friday – the emergency planting day. Thank you Julie Larkin and Erin Hart!

Saturday, starting at 7 am, a frantic rush to sheet compost the garden to help manage the invasives and
then mulch before the heat, humidity and sun became unbearable. Thank you hard working volunteers!
And thank you Mother Nature for supplying a good rain on Friday night.

What a crew we had! Paul Feiner stopped by on his bike and live streamed us on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/greenburghny/videos/380676917325137

By 1:30 pm we quit – too hot! More for 7am on Sunday. Thank you Ginny Abramson, Linda Azif, Julie Larkin,
Dina Paterson, and Rob Matthews. And thanks to Lee Sommerfield for making an emergency run to Home
Depot to purchase two more rolls of RAM Board for the sheet composting – this garden is bigger than we
thought!

7 am on Sunday – back to work and time to finish up until the additional mulch arrives next week. Thank you Ginny
Abramson and Julie Larkin for coming back for more! Even at 7 am it was hot and humid.

And now we present the new Hart’s Brook Harmony Pollinator Garden! If you would like to volunteer to help
maintain this garden and/or the AFV pollinator garden, email ardsleypollinatorpathway@gmail.com.
The garden it is already attracting passersby’s who come to look and explore – and share their delight.

Thank you volunteers for giving everyone this joyful garden. We also want to thank other critical people and organizations
who made this happen and without whom we could not have created this demonstration pollinator garden:
The Town of Greenburgh:
Paul Feiner: For having the vision and commitment to support the new pollinator gardens at AFV and Hart’s
Brook Parks, for his enthusiastic sponsorship and promotion of the project, for cheering us on during the work
parties, and for assisting in the funding of these gardens.
Bobby Breen: For his assistance and help throughout the year with the logistics, support, and administration of
this project.
Sav DeGiorgio: For all of his help in making both parks a pollinator haven and for being our liaison to the Town of
Greenburgh Parks and Recreation. And for donating wonderful native plants he grew and brought from his home
garden.
Gerard Byrne and Garret Duquese: For their support of this project and for supplying the resources to make it
happen.
The Greenburgh Parks and Recreation Staff: For all their assistance with the mulch and supplying a water truck.
The Bronx River/Sound Shore Audubon Society chapter (and Sandy Morrissey) for their generous grant of $1,600 to help
fund the plants for the two park gardens.
The Rivertowns Enterprise for the coverage and for building awareness about these projects in the community (and
editor Tim Lamorte for carrying buckets of water from the main building).
Hilltop Hanover Farm and Emily Rauch for donating local ecotype native plant plugs to this project.
Stonebarns and Laura Perkins for native plant donations.
Filippine de Haan of Westchester Healthy Yards and Westchester Pollinator Pathways for her donation of many plants
and shrubs from her beautiful garden to this project.
Ed Azif for taking some of the pictures presented in this thank you.

Thank you all!

Gratefully,
Mai Mai Margules and Carol Sommerfield, project co-chairs

